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Description
Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

TRANSMITTING PILOT IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM

Technical Field
[0001] The present invention relates to wireless communication, and more particularly, to a

method and apparatus for transmitting pilot in a wireless communication system.

Background Art
[0002] The institute of electrical and electronics engineers (IEEE) 802. 16e standard was

adopted in 2007 as a sixth standard for international mobile telecommunication

(IMT)-2000 in the name of 'WMAN-OFDMA ' by the ITU-radio communication

sector (ITU-R) which is one of sectors of the international telecommunication union

(ITU). An IMT-advanced system has been prepared by the ITU-R as a next generation

(i.e., 4th generation) mobile communication standard following the IMT-2000. It was

determined by the IEEE 802.16 working group (WG) to conduct the 802.16m project

for the purpose of creating an amendment standard of the existing IEEE 802. 16e as a

standard for the IMT-advanced system. As can be seen in the purpose above, the

802.16m standard has two aspects, that is, continuity from the past (i.e., the

amendment of the existing 802. 16e standard) and continuity to the future (i.e., the

standard for the next generation IMT-advanced system). Therefore, the 802.16m

standard needs to satisfy all requirements for the IMT-advanced system while

maintaining compatibility with a mobile WiMAX system conforming to the 802. 16e

standard.

[0003] Effective transmission/reception methods and utilizations have been proposed for a

broadband wireless communication system to maximize efficiency of radio resources.

An orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system capable of reducing

inter-symbol interference (ISI) with a low complexity is taken into consideration as

one of next generation wireless communication systems. In the OFDM, a serially input

data symbol is converted into N parallel data symbols, and is then transmitted by being

carried on each of separated N subcarriers. The subcarriers maintain orthogonality in a

frequency dimension. Each orthogonal channel experiences mutually independent

frequency selective fading, and an interval of a transmitted symbol is increased,

thereby minimizing inter-symbol interference.

[0004] When a system uses the OFDM as a modulation scheme, orthogonal frequency

division multiple access (OFDMA) is a multiple access scheme in which multiple

access is achieved by independently providing some of available subcarriers to a



plurality of users. In the OFDMA, frequency resources (i.e., subcarriers) are provided

to the respective users, and the respective frequency resources do not overlap with one

another in general since they are independently provided to the plurality of users. Con

sequently, the frequency resources are allocated to the respective users in a mutually

exclusive manner. In an OFDMA system, frequency diversity for multiple users can be

obtained by using frequency selective scheduling, and subcarriers can be allocated

variously according to a permutation rule for the subcarriers. In addition, a spatial mul

tiplexing scheme using multiple antennas can be used to increase efficiency of a spatial

domain.

[0005] Meanwhile, the pilot may be transmitted from the base station to the user equipment

through the downlink. The pilot may also be called another terminology, such as a

reference signal, depending on a wireless communication system. The pilot may be

used to perform channel estimation or measure a channel quality indicator (CQI). The

CQI may include a signal-to interference plus noise ratio (SINR), frequency offset e s

timation, and so on. To optimize the performance of a system in different transmission

environments, an 802.16m system provides a common pilot structure and a dedicated

pilot structure. The common pilot structure and the dedicated pilot structure may be

sorted depending on used resources. The common pilot may be used by all user

equipments. The dedicated pilot may be used by a user equipment to which a specific

resource has been assigned. Accordingly, the dedicated pilot may be precoded or

beamformed using the same method as that for a data subcarrier. A pilot structure may

be defined up to 8 transmission streams and may have a unified pilot structure in the

common pilot and the dedicated pilot.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem
[0006] The present invention provides a method and apparatus for transmitting a pilot in a

wireless communication system.

Solution to Problem
[0007] In an aspect, an apparatus for transmitting a pilot in a wireless communication

system is provided. The apparatus include a pilot generating unit configured to

generate the pilot, a transmission circuitry configured to transmit the pilot and a radio

signal, and a processor coupled to the pilot generating unit and configured to assign a

first index and a second index to each of a plurality of pilot patterns, determine a

selection pilot pattern having a first selection index and a second selection index

calculated based on a cell ID, which are respectively identical with the first index and

the second index, from among the plurality of pilot patterns, and map the generated

pilot to a resource element based on the selection pilot pattern. The plurality of pilot



patterns may include 6 pilot patterns. The first selection index may be calculated

according to Equation pk=floor(k,c/i). The total number of cell IDs c may be 768 and

the number of integers i may be 3. The second selection index may be calculated

acoording to Equation sn=mod(n,j). The number of integers j may be 2. Pilot patterns

having an identical first index and different second indices may be cyclically shifted to

a frequency domain. Pilot patterns having an identical second index and different first

indices may be cyclically shifted to a time domain.
[0008] In another aspect, an apparatus for receiving a pilot in a wireless communication

system is provided. The apparatus include a receive circuitry configured to receive the

pilot and a radio signal, a channel estimation unit configured to estimate a channel

using the pilot, and a processor configured to process the radio signal using the

estimated channel, wherein the pilot is mapped to a resource element based on a

selection pilot pattern determined by a transmitter and transmitted, and the selection

pilot pattern includes a pilot pattern having a first selection index and a second

selection index calculated based on a cell ID, which are respectively identical with the

first index and the second index assigned to each of the plurality of pilot patterns, from

among the plurality of pilot patterns. The first selection index may be calculated

according to Equation pk=floor(k,256). The second selection index is calculated

according to Equation sn=mod(n,2).

[0009] In another aspect, a method of transmitting a pilot in a wireless communication

system is provided. The method includes generating the pilot, assigning a first index

and a second index to each of a plurality of pilot patterns, determining a selection pilot

pattern having a first selection index and a second selection index calculated based on

a cell ID, which are respectively identical with the first index and the second index,

from among the plurality of pilot patterns, and mapping the generated pilot to a

resource element based on the selection pilot pattern and transmitting the mapped pilot.

The first selection index may be calculated according to Equation pk=floor(k,256). The

second selection index is calculated according to Equation sn=mod(n,2).

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0010] When the number of a downlink transmission stream is 1, each cell or each sector

can efficiently transmit pilots without a collision between the pilots and without

changing a frequency reuse factor.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0011] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system.

[0012] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a transmitter and a receiver in which embodiments of

the present invention are implemented.

[0013] FIG. 3 shows an example of a frame structure.



[0014] FIG. 4 shows an example of a method of splitting a full frequency band into a

plurality of FPs.

[0015] FIG. 5 shows an example of a cellular system using an FFR scheme.

[0016] FIG. 6 shows an example of a downlink resource structure.

[0017] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a pilot pattern within one PRU.

[0018] FIGS. 8 to 10 show another example of a pilot pattern within one PRU.

[0019] FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment of a proposed method of transmitting pilots.

[0020] FIGS. 12 to 14 show examples of interlaced pilot patterns according to the proposed

method of transmitting pilots when the number of data streams is 1.

Mode for the Invention
[0021] A technology below can be used in a variety of wireless communication systems,

such as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiple Access (OFDMA), and Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access

(SC-FDMA). CDMA can be implemented using radio technology, such as Universal

Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA) or CDMA2000. TDMA can be implemented using

radio technology, such as Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)/General

Packet Radio Service (GPRS)/Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE).

OFDMA can be implemented using radio technology, such as IEEE 802.11(Wi-Fi),

IEEE 802.16(WiMAX), IEEE 802-20, or Evolved UTRA (E-UTRA). IEEE 802.16m is

the evolution of IEEE 802. 16e, and it provides a backward compatibility with an IEEE

802.16e-based system. UTRA is part of a Universal Mobile Telecommunications

System (UMTS). 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution

(LET) is part of Evolved UMTS (E-UMTS) using Evolved-UMTS Terrestrial Radio

Access (E-UTRA), and it adopts OFDMA in downlink (DL) and SC-FDMA in uplink

(UL). LTE-A (Advanced) is the evolution of 3GPP LTE.

[0022] IEEE 802. 16m is chiefly described as an example in order to clarify the description,

but the technical spirit of the present invention is not limited to IEEE 802. 16e.

[0023] FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication system.

[0024] Referring to FIG. 1, the wireless communication system 10 includes one or more

Base Stations (BSs) 11. The BSs 11 provide communication services to respective geo

graphical areas (in general called 'cells') 15a, 15b, and 15c. Each of the cells can be

divided into a number of areas (called 'sectors'). A User Equipment (UE) 12 can be

fixed or mobile and may be referred to as another terminology, such as a Mobile

Station (MS), a Mobile Terminal (MT), a User Terminal (UT), a Subscriber Station

(SS), a wireless device, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a wireless modem, or a

handheld device. In general, the BS 11 refers to a fixed station that communicates with



the UEs 12, and it may be referred to as another terminology, such as an evolved-

NodeB (eNB), a Base Transceiver System (BTS), or an access point.

[0025] The UE belongs to one cell. A cell to which a UE belongs is called a serving cell. A

BS providing the serving cell with communication services is called a serving BS. A

wireless communication system is a cellular system, and so it includes other cells

neighboring a serving cell. Other cells neighboring the serving cell are called neighbor

cells. A BS providing the neighbor cells with communication services is called as a

neighbor BS. The serving cell and the neighbor cells are relatively determined on the

basis of a UE.

[0026] This technology can be used in the downlink (DL) or the uplink (UL). In general, DL

refers to communication from the BS 11 to the UE 12, and UL refers to commu

nication from the UE 12 to the BS 11. In the DL, a transmitter may be part of the BS

11 and a receiver may be part of the UE 12. In the UL, a transmitter may be part of the

UE 12 and a receiver may be part of the BS Il.

[0027] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a transmitter and a receiver in which embodiments of

the present invention are implemented.

[0028] The transmitter 200 includes a pilot generating unit 210, a processor 220, and a

transmission circuitry 230. The pilot generating unit 210 and the processor 220

implement proposed functions, processes, and/or methods. Embodiments in which the

pilot generating unit 210 and the processor 220 implement the proposed functions and

methods are described later. The pilot generating unit 210 generates a pilot. The

processor 220 determines one of a plurality of pilot patterns, and maps the generated

pilot by the pilot generating unit 210 to a resource element based on the one pilot

pattern. The transmission circuitry 230 is connected to the processor 220 and

configured to transmit or receive pilots and radio signals.

[0029] The receiver 300 includes a channel estimation unit 310, a processor 320, and a

reception circuitry 330. The reception circuitry 330 transmits or receives a pilot and a

radio signal. The channel estimation unit 310 estimates a channel using the pilot. The

processor 320 processes a radio signal using the estimated channel. The pilot is

mapped to a resource element on the basis of a pilot pattern, determined by a

transmitter, and then transmitted.

[0030] The pilot or the radio signal received by the receiver 300 is transferred to the

processor 320 through decoding and demodulation processes. The receiver 300 is

connected to a reception antenna 390. The reception antenna 390 may include a

plurality of antennas. A sequence of signals received through the reception antenna is

restored to a baseband signal and then to data which had originally been intended to be

transmitted by the transmitter 200 through multiplexing and channel demodulation

processes. The receiver 300 may include a signal restoration unit for restoring received



signals to baseband signals, a multiplexing unit for combining and multiplexing

received and processed signals, and a channel demodulation unit for restoring a signal

sequence to data. The signal restoration unit, the multiplexing unit, and the channel de

modulation unit may be composed of one integrated module for performing the

functions of the units or of respective modules.

[0031] FIG. 3 shows an example of a frame structure.

[0032] Referring to FIG. 3, a superframe (SF) includes a superframe header (SFH) and four

frames FO, Fl, F2, and F3. Each frame may have the same length in the SF. Although

it is shown that each SF has a length of 20 milliseconds (ms) and each frame has a

length of 5 ms, the present invention is not limited thereto. A length of the SF, the

number of frames included in the SF, the number of SFs included in the frame, or the

like can change variously. The number of SFs included in the frame may change

variously according to a channel bandwidth and a cyclic prefix (CP) length.

[0033] The SFH can carry an essential system parameter and system configuration in

formation. The SFH may be located in a first subframe of the SF. The SFH can be

classified into a primary-SFH (P-SFH) and a secondary-SFH (S-SFH). The P-SFH and

the S-SFH may be transmitted in every superframe.

[0034] One frame includes 8 subframes SFO, SFl, SF2, SF3, SF4, SF5, SF6, and SF7. Each

subframe can be used for uplink or downlink transmission. One subframe includes a

plurality of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in a time

domain, and includes a plurality of subcarriers in a frequency domain. An OFDM

symbol is for representing one symbol period, and can be referred to as other termi

nologies such as an OFDM symbol, an SC-FDMA symbol, etc., according to a

multiple access scheme. The subframe can consist of 5, 6, 7, or 9 OFDM symbols.

However, this is for exemplary purposes only, and thus the number of OFDM symbols

included in the subframe is not limited thereto. The number of OFDM symbols

included in the subframe may change variously according to a channel bandwidth and

a CP length. A subframe type may be defined according to the number of OFDM

symbols included in the subframe. For example, it can be defined such that a type-1

subframe includes 6 OFDM symbols, a type-2 subframe includes 7 OFDM symbols, a

type- 3 subframe includes 5 OFDM symbols, and a type-4 subframe includes 9 OFDM

symbols. One frame may include subframes each having the same type. Alternatively,

one frame may include subframes each having a different type. That is, the number of

OFDM symbols included in each subframe may be identical or different in one frame.

Alternatively, the number of OFDM symbols included in at least one subframe of one

frame may be different from the number of OFDM symbols of the remaining

subframes of the frame.

[0035] Time division duplexing (TDD) or frequency division duplexing (FDD) may be



applied to the frame. In the TDD, each subframe is used in uplink or downlink

transmission at the same frequency and at a different time. That is, subframes included

in a TDD frame are divided into an uplink subframe and a downlink subframe in the

time domain. In the FDD, each subframe is used in uplink or downlink transmission at

the same time and at a different frequency. That is, subframes included in an FDD

frame are divided into an uplink subframe and a downlink subframe in the frequency

domain. Uplink transmission and downlink transmission occupy different frequency

bands and can be simultaneously performed.

[0036] A subframe includes a plurality of physical resource units (PRUs) in the frequency

domain. The PRU is a basic physical unit for resource allocation, and consists of a

plurality of consecutive OFDM symbols in the time domain and a plurality of con

secutive subcarriers in the frequency domain. The number of OFDM symbols included

in the PRU may be equal to the number of OFDM symbols included in one subframe.

Therefore, the number of OFDM symbols in the PRU can be determined according to a

subframe type. For example, when one subframe consists of 6 OFDM symbols, the

PRU may be defined with 18 subcarriers and 6 OFDM symbols.

[0037] A logical resource unit (LRU) is a basic logical unit for distributed resource al

location and contiguous resource allocation. The LRU is defined with a plurality of

OFDM symbols and a plurality of subcarriers, and includes pilots used in the PRU.

Therefore, a desired number of subcarriers for one LRU depend on the number of

allocated pilots.

[0038] A distributed logical resource unit (DLRU) may be used to obtain a frequency

diversity gain. The DLRU includes a distributed subcarrier group in one frequency

partition. One subcarrier is a basic unit of constituting the DRU.

[0039] A contiguous logical resource unit (CLRU) may be used to obtain a frequency

selective scheduling gain. The CLRU includes a localized subcarrier group.

[0040] Meanwhile, a fractional frequency reuse (FFR) scheme can be used in a cellular

system having multiple cells. The FFR scheme splits a full frequency band into a

plurality of frequency partitions (FPs), and allocates a part of the FP to each cell.

According to the FFR scheme, different FPs can be allocated between neighbor cells,

and the same FP can be allocated between cells separated far from one another.

Therefore, inter-cell interference (ICI) can be reduced, and performance of a UE

located in a cell edge can be increased.

[0041] FIG. 4 shows an example of a method of splitting a full frequency band into a

plurality of FPs.

[0042] Referring to FIG. 4, the full frequency band is split into frequency partition #0,

frequency partition #1, frequency partition #2, and frequency partition #3. Each FP can

be physically or logically split from the full frequency band.



[0043] FIG. 5 shows an example of a cellular system using an FFR scheme.

[0044] Referring to FIG. 5, each cell is divided into an inner cell and a cell edge. Further,

each cell is divided into three sectors. A full frequency band is split into four FPs (i.e.,

frequency partition #0, frequency partition #1, frequency partition #2, and frequency

partition #3).

[0045] The frequency partition #0 is allocated in an inner cell. Any one of the frequency

partition # 1 to the frequency partition #3 is allocated in each sector of a cell edge. In

this case, different FPs are allocated between neighbor cells. Hereinafter, an allocated

FP is referred to as an active FP, and an unallocated FP is referred to as an inactive FP.

For example, when the frequency partition # 1 is allocated, the frequency partition # 1 is

an active FP, and the frequency partition #2 and the frequency partition #3 are inactive

FPs.

[0046] A frequency reuse factor (FRF) can be defined according to the number of cells (or

sectors) into which the full frequency band can be split. In this case, the FRF may be 1

in an inner cell, and may be 3 in each sector of a cell edge.

[0047] FIG. 6 shows an example of a downlink resource structure.

[0048] Referring to FIG. 6, a downlink subframe can be divided into at least one FP. Herein,

the subframe is divided into two FPs (i.e., FPl and FP2) for example. However, the

number of FPs in the subframe is not limited thereto. The number of FPs can be 4 at

most. Each FP can be used for other purposes such as FFR.

[0049] Each FP consists of at least one PRU. Each FP may include distributed resource al

location and/or contiguous resource allocation. Herein, the second FP (i.e., FP2)

includes the distributed resource allocation and the contiguous resource allocation. 'Sc'

denotes a subcarrier.

[0050] A base station may transmit a pilot to a user equipment through the downlink. The

pilot may be used to perform channel estimation or measure a CQI. The CQI may

include an SINR, frequency offset estimation, and so on. The pilot may be mapped to a

specific resource element on the resource region and then transmitted. A pilot structure

in the resource region may be defined to a maximum of 8 antennas. The transmission

streams may have the same pilot density, but all OFDM symbols within a downlink

subframe do not need to have the same pilot density. Further, PRUs assigned to one

user equipment within one subframe may include the same number of pilots.

[005 1] The pilot pattern may be defined within one PRU.

[0052] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a pilot pattern within one PRU.

[0053] FIG. 7 illustrates a pilot pattern when data are transmitted through one transmission

stream in downlink transmission. This may correspond to a basic pilot pattern. One

PRU may include 6 OFDM symbols and 18 subcarriers. The index of the OFDM

symbol may be increased from the left side to the right side within one PRU and the



index of the subcarrier may be increased from the top to the bottom (a) of FIG. 7

shows a pilot pattern for a first transmission stream, and (b) of FIG. 7 shows a pilot

pattern for a second transmission stream. All the OFDM symbols may include at least

one pilot within a PRU.

[0054] FIG. 8 shows another example of a pilot pattern within one PRU.

[0055] FIG. 8 shows an example of a pilot pattern when data are transmitted through two

transmission streams in downlink transmission (a) of FIG. 8 shows a pattern of a pilot

for a first transmission stream (hereinafter referred to as a 'first pilot'). In (a) of FIG. 8,

' 1' indicates a resource element to which the first pilot is mapped (b) of FIG. 8 shows

a pattern of a pilot for a second transmission stream (hereinafter referred to as a

'second pilot'). In (b) of FIG. 8, '2' indicates a resource element to which the second

pilot is mapped.

[0056] In the first transmission stream, any data or pilot may not be mapped to a resource

element to which the second pilot is mapped. Likewise, in the second transmission

stream, any data or pilot may not be mapped to a resource element to which the first

pilot is mapped. In the case in which a subframe includes 5 OFDM symbols, the last

OFDM symbol may be omitted in the pilot pattern of FIG. 8. In the case in which a

subframe includes 7 OFDM symbols, in the pilot pattern of FIG. 8, a pilot transmitted

in the seventh OFDM symbol may have the same pattern as a pilot transmitted in the

first OFDM symbol.

[0057] FIGS. 9 and 10 show yet another example of a pilot pattern within one PRU.

[0058] FIGS. 9 and 10 show an example of an interlaced pilot pattern for two transmission

streams. The interlaced pilot pattern of FIGS. 9 and 10 may be obtained by applying

cyclic shift to the basic pilot pattern of FIG. 7. The interlaced pilot pattern may be used

by different base stations for one or two transmission streams. FIG. 9 shows an

example of a pilot pattern for a first transmission stream (a) to (c) of FIG. 9 illustrate

interlaced patterns (a) of FIG. 9 shows a pilot pattern set 0, (b) of FIG. 9 shows a pilot

pattern set 1, and (c) of FIG. 9 shows a pilot pattern set 2.

[0059] FIG. 10 shows an example of a pilot pattern for a second transmission stream (a) to

(c) of FIG. 10 illustrate interlaced patterns (a) of FIG. 10 shows a pilot pattern set 0,

(b) of FIG. 10 shows a pilot pattern set 1, and (c) of FIG. 10 shows a pilot pattern set 2.

Each base station may select the index of one pilot pattern set from among the in

terlaced pilot pattern sets of FIGS. 9 and 10 and transmits first pilots and second pilots.

For example, the pilot pattern sets 0 may be selected from (a) of FIG. 9 and (a) of FIG.

10, and the first pilots and the second pilots may be transmitted. In the case in which

the number of data streams is 2, (a) of FIG. 9 and (a) of FIG. 10 form a pilot pattern

set, (b) of FIG. 9 and (b) of FIG. 10 form a pilot pattern set, and (c) of FIG. 9 and (c)

of FIG. 10 form a pilot pattern set.



[0060] The index of a pilot pattern set selected by each base station may be determined

using the following Equation 1.

[0061] [Math.l]

pk =floor(k,c / ϊ)
[0062] In Equation 1, pk is the index of a pilot pattern set selected by each base station, k is a

cell ID, c is the total number of cell IDs, and i is the number of pilot pattern sets. For

example, assuming that the total number of cell IDs is 768 and the number of pilot

pattern sets is 3, Equation 1 may be expressed into pk=floor(k, 256). floor(k, 256) is a

maximum integer which is smaller than the quotient obtained by dividing k by 256. p

may be one of 0 to 2.

[0063] The index of a pilot pattern set selected by each base station may be determined

using the following Equation 2.

[0064] [Math.2]

pk =moά(k,i)
[0065] In Equation 2, pk is the index of an interlaced pilot pattern set selected by each base

station, k is a cell ID, and i is the number of pilot pattern sets. For example, assuming

that the number of pilot pattern sets is 3, Equation 2 may be expressed into pk=mod(k,

3). mod(k, 3) is the remainder obtained by dividing k by 3. Accordingly, pk may be one

of 0 to 2.

[0066] Although the interlaced pilot patterns for two transmission streams have been

described with reference to FIGS. 9 and 10, the interlaced pilot patterns may be used

for one transmission stream.

[0067] FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment of a proposed method of transmitting pilots.

[0068] At step SlOO, a base station generates a pilot for one transmission stream.

[0069] At step Sl 10, the base station determines one selection pilot pattern from among a

plurality of pilot patterns. In determining one selection pilot pattern, the base station

may assign a first index and a second index to each of the plurality of pilot patterns and

determine a selection pilot pattern having a first selection index and a second selection

index calculated on the basis of a cell ID, which are respectively identical with the first

index and the second index, from among the plurality of pilot patterns.

[0070] FIGS. 12 to 14 show examples of interlaced pilot patterns according to the proposed

method of transmitting pilots when the number of data streams is 1.

[007 1] Referring to FIGS. 12 to 14, (a) of FIG. 12 and (b) of FIG. 12 form a pilot pattern set,

(a) of FIG. 13 and (b) of FIG. 13 form a pilot pattern set, and (a) of FIG. 14 and (b) of

FIG. 14 form a pilot pattern set. When the number of data streams is 1, a pilot pattern

may be one of 6 pilot patterns shown in (a) of FIG. 12, (b) of FIG. 12, (a) of FIG. 13,

(b) of FIG. 13, (a) of FIG. 14, and (b) of FIG. 14.



[0072] In selecting one of the 6 pilot patterns, each base station may select a pilot pattern

using the index of a pilot pattern set and the index of a stream set.

[0073] The base station first determines the index of a pilot pattern set. The index of a pilot

pattern set selected by each base station may be determined by the following Equation

3.

[0074] [Math.3]

Pk =floor(k,c / i)

[0075] In Equation 3, pk is the index of a pilot pattern set selected by each base station, k

may be a cell ID, c is the total number of cell IDs, and i is the number of pilot pattern

sets or the total number of segments. A segment refers to each group when a plurality

of cells is classified into several groups. For example, assuming that the total number

of cell IDs is 768 and the number of interlaced pilot pattern sets is 3, Equation 1 may

be expressed into pk=floor(k, 256). floor(k, 256) is a maximum integer which is

smaller than the quotient obtained by dividing k by 256. p may be one of 0 to 2. The

indices of the pilot pattern sets of (a) of FIG. 12 and (b) of FIG. 12, (a) of FIG. 13 and

(b) of FIG. 13, and (a) of FIG. 14 and (b) of FIG. 14 may be 0, 1, and 2, respectively.

[0076] Next, the base station determines the index of a stream set. The index of a stream set

selected by each base station may be determined by the following Equation 4.

[0077] [Math.4]

sn =moά(n,j)
[0078] Sn is the index of a stream set selected by each base station, and j is the number of

available streams. The number of available streams is determined by the total number

of streams and the number of streams in which downlink transmission is being

performed. For example, assuming that the total number of streams is 2 and downlink

transmission is being performed through one stream, the number of available streams

is 2. mod(n,2) is the remainder obtained by dividing n by 2. n may be a cell ID. Here, s

n may have a value of 0 or 1. Two stream sets may exist in each interlaced pilot pattern

set. For example, the pilot pattern shown in (a) of FIG. 12 may be the No. 0 stream set

of a No. 0 pilot pattern set, and the pilot pattern shown in (b) of FIG. 12 may be the

No. 1 stream set of a No. 0 pilot pattern set. Likewise, the pilot pattern shown in (a) of

FIG. 13 may be the No. 0 stream set of a No. 1 pilot pattern set, and the pilot pattern

shown in (b) of FIG. 13 may be the No. 1 stream set of a No. 1 pilot pattern set. The

pilot pattern shown in (a) of FIG. 14 may be the No. 0 stream set of a No. 2 pilot

pattern set, and the pilot pattern shown in (b) of FIG. 14 may be the No. 1 stream set of

a No. 2 pilot pattern set. Alternatively, in Equation 4, n may be the ID of a user

equipment which transmits a pilot.

[0079] As described above, a base station selects a pilot pattern using a cell ID in ac-



cordance with Equation 3 and Equation 4. Accordingly, when a frequency reuse factor

is 3 (i.e., when the number of pilot pattern sets is 3), a pilot pattern when the existing

two streams are transmitted is used without change, and a probability that pilots

transmitted by different base stations collide with each other when one stream is

transmitted may be further reduced. In other words, when the frequency reuse factor is

3, each of base stations selects one of the pilot pattern sets 0 to 2 shown in FIGS. 12 to

14 based on a cell ID and then selects a stream set within the selected pilot pattern set.

Accordingly, a collision between pilots may be prevented to the greatest extent.

Further, the interlaced pilot patterns of FIGS. 12 to 14 may be expanded to a case in

which the frequency reuse factor is 6. In the examples of the interlaced pilot patterns

shown in FIGS. 12 to 14, in the case in which a subframe includes 7 OFDM symbols, a

pilot transmitted in the seventh OFDM symbol in the pilot patterns of FIGS. 12 to 14

may have the same pattern as a pilot transmitted in the first OFDM symbol.

[0080] Alternatively, the index of an interlaced pilot pattern set selected by each base station

may be determined by the following Equation 5.

[0081] [Math.5]

pk =moά(k,6)
[0082] In Equation 5, pk is the index of a pilot pattern set selected by each base station, and k

may be a cell ID. mod(k,6) is the remainder obtained by dividing k by 6. pk may be one

of 0 to 5. The indices of the interlaced pilot pattern sets show in (a) of FIG. 12, (b) of

FIG. 12, (a) of FIG. 13, (b) of FIG. 13, (a) of FIG. 14, and (b) of FIG. 14 may be 0, 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

[0083] Referring back to FIG. 11, at step S120, the base station maps the generated pilot to a

resource element on the basis of the selection pilot pattern and transmits the mapped

pilot to a user equipment.

[0084] The embodiment of the present invention shown in FIG. 11 is described below in

connection with the transmitter and the receiver in which the embodiment of the

present invention shown in FIG. 2 is implemented.

[0085] The pilot generating unit 210 of the transmitter 200 generates a pilot.

[0086] The processor 220 determines one of a plurality of pilot patterns and maps a

generated pilot to a resource element on the basis of the one pilot pattern. In de

termining the one selection pilot pattern, the processor 220 determines a selection pilot

pattern, from among the plurality of pilot patterns, on the basis of a first selection

index or a second selection index or both calculated based on a cell ID. In the case in

which the number of data streams is 1, the transmitter 200 may select one of the 6 pilot

patterns shown in FIGS. 12 to 14 and transmit data through the selected pilot pattern.

The different pilot patterns have been cyclically shifted in the frequency domain or the



time domain. For example, in (a) and (b) of FIG. 12, (a) and (b) of FIG. 13, and (a) and

(b) of FIG. 14, the pilots are shifted in different frequency domains and mapped to the

resource regions. Further, in (a) of FIG. 12, (a) of FIG. 13, (a) of FIG. 14, (b) of FIG.

12, (b) of FIG. 13, and (b) of FIG. 14, the pilots are shifted in different time domains

and then mapped to the resource regions. The pilot patterns of FIGS. 12 to 14 could

have been previously stored in the memory of the transmitter 200 or the receiver 300.

The receiver 300 may know the pilot patterns of FIGS. 12 to 14 based on information

about the pilot patterns, received from the transmitter 200 through signaling.

[0087] The processor 220 of the transmitter 200 selects a pilot pattern by calculating a first

selection index value and a second selection index value. The first selection index may

be determined by the equation pk=floor(k,c/i). Here, pk is the first selection index, k is a

cell ID, c is the total number of cell IDs, and i is the number of pilot pattern sets or the

total number of segments. floor(k,c/i) is a maximum integer which is smaller than the

quotient obtained by dividing k by c/i. For example, assuming that the total number of

cell IDs is c=768 and the number of pilot pattern set is i=3, a cell having one of cell

IDs 0 to 255 may select one of FIG. 12 pilot patterns as its pilot pattern. A cell having

one of cell IDs 256 to 5 11 may select one of FIG. 13 pilot patterns as its pilot pattern.

A cell having one of cell IDs 512 to 767 may select one of FIG. 14 pilot patterns as its

pilot pattern. Further, the second selection index may be determined by the equation Sn

=mod(n,j). Here, Sn is the second selection index, n is a cell ID, and j is the number of

interlaced pilot pattern sets. mod(n,2) is the remainder obtained by dividing n by 2.

[0088] The transmission circuitry 230 is connected to the processor 220 and configured to

transmit or receive a pilot and a radio signal.

[0089] The reception circuitry 330 of the receiver 300 transmits or receives a pilot and a

radio signal. The channel estimation unit 310 estimates a channel using a pilot. The

processor 320 processes the radio signal using the estimated channel. In order to

decode data transmitted by the transmitter 200, the receiver 300 has to know which one

of a plurality of pilot patterns has been selected. To know the pilot pattern, the receiver

300 has to detect a cell ID.

[0090] To know from which cell have data been sent, a cell ID has to be detected. The cell

ID may be calculated by the following Equation 6.

[0091] [Math.6]

cellID 256x n q
[0092] n is a preamble carrier set index n has a value of 0, 1, or 2 and indicates a segment

ID. A segment indicates a group when a plurality of cells is classified into several

groups q is a preamble sequence index and may have one integer value of 0 to 255.

For example, assuming the total number of cells is 768 and n has any one value of 0 to



2, the 768 cells may be classified into 3 segments. The cell IDs 0 to 255 may belong to

the segment 0, the cell IDs 256 to 5 11 may belong to the segment 1, and the cell IDs

512 to 767 may belong to the segment 2. q defines a different cell within each segment.

The cells may be distinguished from each other through different preamble sequences.

The segments have 256 different preamble carrier sets, and 256 preamble sequences

belonging to each segment corresponds to q.

[0093] Tables 1 to 3 indicate the preamble carrier sets of respective segments. Here, a

preamble carrier set in which q is 128 to 255 may use the complex conjugate of a

preamble carrier set in which q is 0 to 127. Each preamble is formed on the basis of

subblock A to H. The subblocks may be combined or repeated partially or entirely

according to a FFT size (e.g., 512 FFT/1024 FFT, 2048 FFT).

[0094] Table 1 indicates the preamble carrier set of a segment where n=0.

[0095]
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[0096] Table 2 indicates the preamble carrier set of a segment where n=l.

[0097]
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[0098] Table 3 indicates the preamble carrier set of a segment where n=2.

[0099]
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[0100] The processor 220 acquires n, q values by detecting a preamble through auto

correlation or cross-correlation and detects a cell ID on the basis of the n, q values. The

processor 220 can determine the cell ID and a pilot pattern in accordance with the

Equations 3 and 4.

[0101] The present invention can be implemented using hardware, software, or a com

bination of them. In the hardware implementations, the present invention can be im

plemented using an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), a Digital Signal

Processor (DSP), a Programmable Logic Device (PLD), a Field Programmable Gate

Array (FPGA), a processor, a controller, a microprocessor, other electronic unit, or a

combination of them, which is designed to perform the above-described functions. In

the software implementations, the present invention can be implemented using a

module performing the above functions. The software can be stored in a memory unit

and executed by a processor. The memory unit or the processor can use various means



which are well known to those skilled in the art.

[0102] In view of the exemplary systems described herein, methodologies that may be im

plemented in accordance with the disclosed subject matter have been described with

reference to several flow diagrams. While for purposed of simplicity, the

methodologies are shown and described as a series of steps or blocks, it is to be u n

derstood and appreciated that the claimed subject matter is not limited by the order of

the steps or blocks, as some steps may occur in different orders or concurrently with

other steps from what is depicted and described herein. Moreover, one skilled in the art

would understand that the steps illustrated in the flow diagram are not exclusive and

other steps may be included or one or more of the steps in the example flow diagram

may be deleted without affecting the scope and spirit of the present disclosure.

[0103] What has been described above includes examples of the various aspects. It is, of

course, not possible to describe every conceivable combination of components or

methodologies for purposes of describing the various aspects, but one of ordinary skill

in the art may recognize that many further combinations and permutations are possible.

Accordingly, the subject specification is intended to embrace all such alternations,

modifications and variations that fall within the spirit and scope of the appended

claims.



Claims
[Claim 1] An apparatus for transmitting a pilot in a wireless communication

system, the apparatus comprising: a pilot generating unit configured to

generate the pilot; a transmission circuitry configured to transmit the

pilot and a radio signal; and a processor coupled to the pilot generating

unit and configured to: assign a first index and a second index to each

of a plurality of pilot patterns; determine a selection pilot pattern

having a first selection index and a second selection index calculated

based on a cell ID, which are respectively identical with the first index

and the second index, from among the plurality of pilot patterns; and

map the generated pilot to a resource element based on the selection

pilot pattern.

[Claim 2] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the plurality of pilot patterns include

6 pilot patterns.

[Claim 3] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the first selection index is calculated

according to Equation below: pk=floor(k,c/i) where pk is the first

selection index, k is the cell ID, c is a total number of cell IDs, i is a

number of available integers for the first index, and floor(k,c/i) is a

maximum integer smaller than a quotient obtained by dividing k by c/i.

[Claim 4] The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the total number of cell IDs c is 768

and the number of integers i is 3.

[Claim 5] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the second selection index is

calculated acoording to Equation below: sn=mod(n,j) where Sn is the

second selection index, n is the cell ID, j is a number of available

integers for the second index, and mod(n,2) is a remainder obtained by

dividing n by 2.

[Claim 6] The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the number of integers j is 2.

[Claim 7] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein pilot patterns having an identical

first index and different second indices are cyclically shifted to a

frequency domain.

[Claim 8] The apparatus of claim 1, wherein pilot patterns having an identical

second index and different first indices are cyclically shifted to a time

domain.

[Claim 9] An apparatus for receiving a pilot in a wireless communication system,

the apparatus comprising: a receive circuitry configured to receive the

pilot and a radio signal; a channel estimation unit configured to

estimate a channel using the pilot; and a processor configured to



process the radio signal using the estimated channel, wherein the pilot

is mapped to a resource element based on a selection pilot pattern de

termined by a transmitter and transmitted, and the selection pilot

pattern includes a pilot pattern having a first selection index and a

second selection index calculated based on a cell ID, which are re

spectively identical with the first index and the second index assigned

to each of the plurality of pilot patterns, from among the plurality of

pilot patterns.

[Claim 10] The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the first selection index is calculated

according to Equation below: pk=floor(k,256) where pk is the first

selection index, k is the cell ID, and floor(k,256) is a maximum integer

smaller than a quotient obtained by dividing k by 256.

[Claim 11] The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the second selection index is

calculated according to Equation below: sn=mod(n,2) where Sn is the

second selection index, n is the cell ID, and mod(n,2) is a remainder

obtained by dividing n by 2.

[Claim 12] A method of transmitting a pilot in a wireless communication system,

the method comprising: generating the pilot; assigning a first index and

a second index to each of a plurality of pilot patterns; determining a

selection pilot pattern having a first selection index and a second

selection index calculated based on a cell ID, which are respectively

identical with the first index and the second index, from among the

plurality of pilot patterns; and mapping the generated pilot to a resource

element based on the selection pilot pattern and transmitting the

mapped pilot.

[Claim 13] The method of claim 12, wherein the first selection index is calculated

according to Equation below: pk=floor(k,256) where pk is the first

selection index, k is the cell ID, and floor(k,256) is a maximum integer

smaller than a quotient obtained by dividing k by 256.

[Claim 14] The method of claim 12, wherein the second selection index is

calculated according to Equation below: sn=mod(n,2) where Sn is the

second selection index, n is the cell ID, and mod(n,2) is a remainder

obtained by dividing n by 2.
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